
Best Window Combinations from Relative "Easiest" to "Hardest"

for the 2015 Bumble at Morven Park, VA
(From the Course Designer's Perspective—who obviously favors "running" courses ;-)

The Designer's Personal Choice is Bolded

(Unless otherwise noted, all totals include the measurement from the control prior to, and
after, the window, as well as the distance inside the window. All totals are rounded to

closest 10 m)

Window l(Going straight from #1 to #8 is 400 m. Doing Window 1 adds another 840 m)

DFECAB1190m

F E C D A B 1270 m

Window 4 (Going straight from #24 to #31 is 330 m. Doing Window 4 adds another 1610 m)

SUVWTR 1930m

RTWVUS 1950

Window 3 (Going straight from #17 to #23 is 750 m. Doing Window 3 adds at least another 350
m)

NMOPQ1090m

MNOPQllOOm

NMOPQ1130m (via angling down to the green trail after O)

O M N P Q 1280 m (Q P via the North trail)

O M N Q P 1370 m (Q P via the South trail)



Window 5 (Going straight from #32 to # 38 is 900 m. Doing Window 5 adds another 650 m
skipping allows for a straight run in to the finish through open fields.

AAZBBYX1600m

BB Z AA Y X 1720 m (Around on Trail)

BB Z Y AA X 1550 m (Straight through the Green from #32 to BB, but slow and nasty)

Window 2 (Going straight from #9 to #16 over the top is 640 m, whereas avoiding the climb and
going around low on the road and trail is 1190 m. Doing Window 2 adds another 840 m)

IGHJKL 1350 m (a little longer, but allows for a clean trail around to last control)

IGHKJL1330m(atad shorter than the other I choice, but also a tad more climb)

KIGHJL1510m (allows for a hard run up the hill to the trail and then a fast trail run to I)


